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as an observer of manners, attended the proceedings in the
Mordaunt case, and again in the Park and Boulton case,
with unflagging assiduity) has said to me scores of times:—
'By shooting all this garbage on your public, you are pre-
paring and assuring for your English people an immorality
as deep and wide as that which destroys the Latin nations.'
What is my reply ? That we have never yet given publicity
a fair trial. It is true, when a member of Parliament wanted
to abridge the publicity given to the  Mordaunt case,
the Government earnestly reminded him that it had been
the solemn decision of the House of Commons that all the
proceedings of the Divorce Court should be open as the day.
It is true, when there was a suggestion to hear the Boulton
and Park case in private, the upright magistrate who was
appealed to said firmly that he could never trifle with the
public mind in that manner.  All this was as it should be;
so far, so good. But was the publicity thus secured for these
cases perfectly full and entire ? Were there not some places
which the details did not reach ? There were few, but there
were some. And this while the Government has an organ
of its own, the London Gazette^ dull, high-priced, and of
comparatively limited circulation.  I say, make the price of
the London Gazette a halfpenny; change its name to the
London Gazette find Divorce Intelligencer-, let it include,
besides divorce news, all cases whatever that have an
interest of the same nature for the public mind; distribute
it gratis to mechanics' institutes, workmen's halls, semi-
naries for the young (these latter more especially);—and
then you will be giving the principle of publicity a full trial.
This is what I often say to Arminius; and, when he looks
astounded, I reassure him with a sentence which, I know

